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THE ORIGIN OF MEN
(Copyright, 1934, by Science Service)

Homo sapiens, or man as we know him, has lived
longer on the face of the earth than science has hitherto
supposed. He ro-se from among the other primates
toward the geologic age known as Miocene. This makes
hiin some, 10,000,000 years old.

Discussion on man 's place among the primates pre-
sented to the International Congress of Anthropological
and Ethnological Sciences meeting in London indicate
that scientific opinion based on new facts and researches
tends to the acceptance of these ideas.
The Oxford anatomist, Professor W. Le Gros Clark,

emphasized the paramount importance of American re-
search on the anatomy of the foot and explained that Dr.
Dudley J. Morton, of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, Columnbia University, finds in the structure of the
foot the strong suggestion that the human stock diverged
from the anthropoid line of evolution when the common
ancestors of man and iother primates were little larger
than the modern gibbon, a relatively small animal to be
seen in most zoological gardens and belonging to the same
Simiidae family as the chimpanzee, gorilla and orang-
utan.
The Neanderthal man, whose remains have been found

plentifully in Europe, is no longer regarded as inter-
mediate in evolution from the troglodyte apes, and man's
resemblance to the gorilla is not attributed to the acei-
dent of parallel evolution upward from a remote oonmmon
ancesitor.
Of great interest to those who are attempting to puzzle

out man's origin is the espousal by Sir G. Elliot Smith
of Dr. L. S. B. Leakey's conclusion that the anthropoids
branched from the parent stem as early as the Oligocene
epoch, the geologic time preceding the Miocene. Dr.
Leakey has investigated extensively fossil beds abounding
in animal remains near the shores of Lake Victoria in
Kenya, East Africa, and he offered his discoveries,
Kanam and Kanjera men, as very early types.

Dr. William K. Gregory, of the American Museum of
Natural History, joined wilth Professor G. Pinkley, of
the University of London, in putting the Wadjak man,
discovered in Java in 1889, into a new niche in human
prehistory. This human type is known from a few fos-
sils collected by Dr. Eugene Dubois, also "father'" of
the famous Pithecanthropus ape-man of Java. Dr. Du-
bois considered Wadjak man as a forerunner of the mod-
ern aboriginal Australians, but Professor Pinkley con-
eluded from a study of 'the teeth that Wadjak man,
instead, foreshadows the Mediterranean type of man
which has played a mueh more important par.t in the
world as we know it to-day.

COSMIC RAY EXPEDITION TO MT. EVANS

BATTLING extremes of temperature and high gales
on the summit of Mount Evans in Colorado, members of
the department of electrical engineering of the Massa-
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chusetts Institute of Technology have completed success-
fully the first field tests of the largest cosmic ray meter
ever constructed.
The object of the expeditioni, sponsored by the Carnegie

Institution of Washington, was to test the meter in a
wide variety of atmospheric conditions. The mieter,
weighing 3,200 pounds, is one of a new type designed
by Dr. Arthur H. Compton, and built in the physies
laboratories of the University of Chicago.
The heart of the apparatus is a large sphere of lead

at whose center is a small chamber eontaining argon gas
compressed to a pressure of 750 pounds to the squa.re
inch. The apparatus has an automatic photographie
recording device and is compensated for changes in terni-
perature and atmospheric pressure.
The device is one of seven being built for a world-wide

survey which will be carried on by the Carnegie Institu-
tion over a period of five years. It is, expected these
heavy meters will operate continuously for the full period
of five year.s. With them it is hoped to learn more about
the nature of the mysterious and powerful cosmic rays
which continually bombard the earth.

Dr. Compton believes that the results of this investi-
gation will enable the correlation of variations in the in-
tensity of the cosmic radiation with solar or sidereal
time, variations in the intensity of the earth's mnagnetic
field, the sun.-spot cycle and other phenomena.
The expedition to Mount Evans was under the leader-

ship of Professor Ralph D. Bennett, of the department of
electrical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He was accompanied by Gordon S. Brown
and Henry Rahmel, of the same department.

Preliminary observations were made on the campus of
the University of De;nver anid at Echo Lake at an eleva-
tion of 10,600 feet. The apparatus was then taken to
the peak of Mount Evans, 14,120 feet above sea-level,
where the barometric pressure is 18 inches, and all the
extremes of summer and winter weather may be experi-
enced in the space of a few minutes.
The apparatus is now on it.s. way to Dr. Comptoni 's

laboratories at Chicago, where it will be calibrated witlh
the second machine, now in the proees.s of constructioni.

ECLIPSE OF THE SUN
FOR the seciond time this year, August 10, the mnoon will

pass in front of the sun, producing -an eclipse of that
body. The eclipse will be seen from South Africa, bl)t
no expeditions from other parts of the world have gonie
there to observe it. This is ani annular eclipse. Even
though the moon will come squarely in front of the sun,
the corona, the sun's outer layer, visible at a total eclipse,
will not appear.

There are three kinds of eclipses. The least important,
scientifically, is a partial eclipse, when the mnoon only
partly covers the sun, making it appear something like
a cookie with a piece bitten out.
A total eclipse, the kind at which valuable observations

can be made, ocecurs wheni the moon passes direetly be-
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